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SP1010, SP1015,
SP1020 &
SP1025 Range

Pre-assembled Sewage
Package Pumping Stations
“The opportunity to increase the
capacity of a property, or to build
on land previously thought to be
unsuitable due to the gradient
connecting to a sewer system, is
now within the grasp of owners”.






Purpose Built to Suit YOUR Own Needs
Each enquiry handled by our experienced
sales team is treated individually, we make
sure your sewage package meets the Building Regulations and suits your ground conditions. It might be a studio apartment or hotel
complex, from a granny flat to an industrial
estate we have the know-how to offer the
right combination of chamber, pump, access
cover and accessories to make this part of
your overall job a success.
We can arrange delivery of your packaged
station anywhere in the U.K., or even overseas. After installation we can also arrange
for one of our Approved Distributors to commission the station and offer a service contract for a long trouble free service life.



Special Chamber Designs
If your particular pumping project is out of the ordinary and you require something “special”, we can
help. We have provided chambers for very rocky
ground conditions or above ground applications,
chambers to be craned over houses, fitted in basements or even made small enough to pass through
the house windows to a courtyard at the back of the
house. Contact us and we will help.
See separate
fact sheets for
full details of the
Amos’ range of
sewage pumps

Pre-assembled Sewage Package
Pumping Stations
Special Features
The quick release coupling
on the pump galvanised discharge pipe allows the pump
to be quickly removed from
the chamber without any
tools. This greatly cuts down
servicing costs and should a
pump need to be replaced,
this again can be done with
the minimum of disruption to
the system.
By using our own quick release
system many different types
and makes of pump can be fitted, the picture on the right
shows a Ranger submersible
sewage pump. Amos Pumps
being a privately owned company is not tied to any pump
manufacturer so we can supply
and fit the best type of pump
available to suit your particular
needs.

We can provide many sizes
of pedestrian or heavy weight
covers. Your Architect would
advise you regarding the
construction of the top slab in
taking the weight off the
chamber and transferring it to
untouched ground.

Because of the way the chambers
are manufactured we can supply
sizes to suit every need. Our range
is from 0.7 metres in diameter up to
3 meters, height is from 1 meter to
7 meters. Horizontal configuration
is possible with more than one turret, if the chambers are to be
mounted above ground they can be
strengthened to take the weight.
Give us your problem and we will
do our best to find the answer.

Many Different
Pumps are used
Larger pumps need to be fitted on
guide rails, (as in
the picture on the
right). Single,
double or triple
pumps can be
installed, multiple pumps give
greater flexibility.
Pipe work sizes can be fitted from
1 1/2” to 4”

Invert Entry
Within the constraints of the tank
and pumps we can provide you with
an inlet to suit your incoming pipe
work.

SAR 11
Designed for those “hard to get at places”
this package only measures 835mm high
x 810 long x 725mm wide, capacity 360
litres. A 300mm extension is available.

Discharge Pipe
We can offer competitive prices on
your pumping main, phone us for a
quote.
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Manufacturers reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice

Covers

Large Selection
of Chamber
Sizes available

Visit our website for details of our full range of pumps and accessories. www.amospumps.com

